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An alternative notion of Hopf Algebroid
Gabriella Böhm
1
Abstrat
In [1℄ a new notion of Hopf algebroid has been introdued. It was shown to be inequivalent to
the struture introdued under the same name in [18℄. We review this new notion of Hopf algebroid.
We prove that two Hopf algebroids are isomorphi as bialgebroids if and only if their antipodes are
related by a `twist' i.e. are deformed by the analogue of a harater. A preise relation to weak Hopf
algebras is given. After the review of the integral theory of Hopf algebroids we show how a right
bialgebroid an be made a Hopf algebroid in the presene of a non-degenerate left integral. This
an be interpreted as the `half of the Larson-Sweedler theorem'. As an appliation we onstrut the
Hopf algebroid symmetry of an abstrat depth 2 Frobenius extension [2℄.
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1 Introdution
Reently many authors introdued generalizations of bialgebras. These strutures are ommon in the
feature that they do not need to be algebras rather bimodules over some  possibly non-ommutative
 base ring L. In the paper [5℄ the notions of Lu's bialgebroid [18℄ (axiomatized in a more ompat
form in [28℄), Xu's bialgebroid with anhor [32, 33℄ and Takeuhi's ×L-bialgebra [31℄ were shown to be
equivalent. We use the denition as follows:
Denition 1.1 A left bialgebroid (or Takeuhi ×L-bialgebra) AL onsists of the data (A,L, sL, tL,
γL, πL). The A and L are assoiative unital rings, the total and base rings, respetively. The sL : L→ A
and tL : L
op → A are ring homomorphisms suh that the images of L in A ommute making A an L−L
bimodule:
l · a · l′: = sL(l)tL(l
′)a. (1.1)
The bimodule (1.1) is denoted by LAL. The triple (LAL, γL, πL) is a omonoid in LML, the ategory
of L− L bimodules. Introduing the Sweedler's notation γL(a) ≡ a(1) ⊗ a(2) ∈ AL ⊗ LA the identities
a(1)tL(l)⊗ a(2) = a(1) ⊗ a(2)sL(l) (1.2)
γL(1A) = 1A ⊗ 1A (1.3)
γL(ab) = γL(a)γL(b) (1.4)
πL(1A) = 1L (1.5)
πL (asL ◦ πL(b)) = πL (ab) = πL (atL ◦ πL(b)) (1.6)
are required for all l ∈ L and a, b ∈ A. The requirement (1.4) makes sense in the view of (1.2).
With the help of the maps sL and tL we an introdue four ommuting ations of L on A. They give
rise to L-modules
LA : l · a = sL(l)a AL : a · l = tL(l)a
AL : a · l = asL(l)
LA : l · a = atL(l).
One denes the bimodules
LAL, LAL and LA
L
in the obvious way.
Throughout the paper it is a typial situation that the same ring A arries dierent L-module
strutures. In this situation the usual notation A ⊗
L
A is ambiguous. Our notation of bimodule tensor
produts is explained at the beginning of Setion 2.
In [18℄ J. H. Lu introdued the notion of Hopf algebroid as a triple (AL, S, ξ) onsisting of a left
bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) suh that A and L are algebras over a ommutative ring k. It is
equipped with an antipode S : A→ A. The S is required to be an anti-automorphism of the k-algebra
A satisfying
S ◦ tL = sL (1.7)
mA ◦ (S ⊗L idA) ◦ γL = tL ◦ πL ◦ S (1.8)
mA ◦ (idA ⊗k S) ◦ ξ ◦ γL = sL ◦ πL (1.9)
wheremA is the multipliation in A and ξ is a setion of the anonial projetion pL : A⊗kA→ AL⊗LA
that is ξ is a map AL ⊗ LA→ A⊗k A satisfying pL ◦ ξ = idA⊗LA.
Following the result of [30, 17℄  proving that an irreduible nite index depth 2 extension of von
Neumann fators an be realized as a rossed produt with a nite dimensional C∗-Hopf algebra  big
eort has been made in order to make onnetion between more and more general kinds of extensions
and of `quantum symmetries' [24, 8, 9, 34, 23℄. Allowing for reduible nite index D2 extensions of II1
von Neumann fators in [19℄ and of von Neumann algebras with nite enters in [22℄ the symmetry of
the extension was shown to be desribed by a nite dimensional C∗-weak Hopf algebra introdued in
[4, 21, 3℄. A Galois orrespondene has been established in [20℄ in the ase of nite index nite depth
extensions of II1 fators. The innite index D2 ase has been treated in [10, 11℄ for arbitrary von
Neumann algebras endowed with a regular operator valued weight.
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In the paper [14℄ depth 2 extensions of rings have been investigated. It was shown that there exists
a anonial dual pair of (nite) bialgebroids assoiated to suh a ring extension.
Studying the bialgebroids orresponding to a depth 2 Frobenius extension of rings one easily gen-
eralizes the formula desribing the antipode in [30, 17, 23℄ to an anti-automorphism of the total ring
satisfying the axioms (1.7-1.8). This supports the expetation that in the ase of a depth 2 Frobenius
extension of rings the anonial bialgebroids obtained in [14℄ an be made Hopf algebroids. However,
no eort, made for heking the Lu-axioms [18℄ in this situation, brought suess. (See however [12, 13℄
studying interesting subases.) As a matter of fat the setion ξ, appearing in the denition in [18℄,
does not ome naturally into this ontext.
This lead us to the introdution of an alternative notion of Hopf algebroid in [1℄  the prototype
of whih is the symmetry of a depth 2 Frobenius extension of rings. In [1℄ three equivalent sets of
axioms are formulated.
1
The rst denition is analogous to the one in [18℄ in the aspet that a left
bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) is equipped with a bijetive antipode map S whih is a ring
anti-automorphism and relates the left and right L-module strutures as in (1.7). Also the antipode
axiom (1.8) is idential. The main dierene is that in the denition of [1℄ no referene to a setion `ξ'
is needed. In its stead we deal with the maps
(S ⊗ S) ◦ γopL ◦ S
−1 and (S−1 ⊗ S−1) ◦ γopL ◦ S. (1.10)
In the Hopf algebra ase both are equal to the oprodut itself. In this more general ase the images
of A under γL and the maps (1.10) are however dierent. We require the two maps of (1.10) to be
equal and be both a left and a right omodule map. This form of the axioms does not ontain a seond
antipode axiom. This denition is ited at the end of Setion 3 of this paper.
Analyzing the onsequenes of this rst denition one observes a hidden right bialgebroid
2
struture
on A with the oprodut given by the equal maps (1.10). This lead us to the seond `symmetri' denition
in [1℄ where the two antipode axioms have analogous forms using both the left and right bialgebroid
strutures of A in a symmetri way. We ite this denition in Denition 3.1 below.
The third denition in [1℄ is formulated without the expliit use of the antipode map. It borrows the
philosophy of [26℄ where a Hopf algebroid like objet (possibly without antipode), the so alled ×L-Hopf
algebra was introdued as a left bialgebroid s.t. the map
α : LA ⊗
Lop
AL → AL ⊗ LA a⊗ b 7→ a(1) ⊗ a(2)b
is bijetive. Requiring however the bijetivity of the maps α and its o-opposite β (leading to a bijetive
antipode in the bialgebra ase) for a left bialgebroid does not imply the existene of an antipode. In
order to have a denition whih is equivalent to the other two both related bialgebroid strutures are
needed. This denition expliitly shows that the Hopf algebroids in the sense of [1℄ are ×L-Hopf algebras.
It is proven in [1℄ that (weak) Hopf algebras with bijetive antipode are Hopf algebroids in the sense
of [1℄. Also some examples of Lu-Hopf algebroids [18, 5, 15, 7℄ are shown to be examples.
The two notions of Hopf algebroid  the one introdued in [18℄ and the one in [1℄  were shown to
be inequivalent by giving an example of the Hopf algebroid [1℄ that does not satisfy the axioms of [18℄.
This example is disussed in the Setion 4 of this paper in more detail.
On the other hand no example of Lu-Hopf algebroid is known to us at the moment that does not
satisfy the axioms of [1℄. This leaves open the logial possibility that the Lu-Hopf algebroid was a
subase of the one introdued in [1℄. Until now we ould neither prove nor exlude by examples this
possibility.
In [1℄ the theory of non-degenerate integrals in a Hopf algebroid is developed. Though the axioms of
the Hopf algebroid in [1℄ are by no means self-dual, it is proven in [1℄ that if there exists a non-degenerate
left integral ℓ in a Hopf algebroid A then its dual (with respet to the base ring) also arries a Hopf
algebroid struture whih is unique upto an isomorphism of bialgebroids. The dual of the bialgebroid
isomorphism lass of A is dened as the bialgebroid isomorphism lass of the Hopf algebroid onstruted
on the dual ring.
In this paper we present a review and also some new results on Hopf algebroids. In the Setion 2 we
review some results about bialgebroids that were obtained in the papers [27, 31, 28, 14℄. In the Setion
1
added in proof: The nal version of [1℄ ontains four equivalent denitions. A 'zeroth' one has been added later.
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For the denition of the right bialgebroid [14℄ see Denition 2.1 below.
3
3 we repeat the denition of the Hopf algebroid given in [1℄ and ite some basi results without proofs.
In the Setion 4 we generalize the notion of the twist of a Hopf algebra  introdued in [6℄  to Hopf
algebroids. In partiular we prove that twisted (weak) Hopf algebras are Hopf algebroids in the sense of
[1℄. A most important example is the Connes-Mosovii algebra HFM [7℄. By twisting oommutative
Hopf algebras we onstrut examples that do not satisfy the Hopf algebroid axioms of [18℄. We give
a suient and neessary riterion on a Hopf algebroid under whih it is a (twisted version) of weak
Hopf algebra. In the Setion 5 we review the integral theory of Hopf algebroids from [1℄ without proofs.
The Setion 6 deals with the question how an we make a right bialgebroid with a non-degenerate left
integral into a Hopf algebroid. The result of Setion 6 an be interpreted as the generalization of the
`easier half of the Larson-Sweedler theorem' [16℄.
2 Bialgebroids
The total ring of a bialgebroid arries dierent module strutures over the base ring. In this situation
we make the following notational onvention. In writing module tensor produts we write out the (bi-)
module fators expliitly. For the L-module tensor produt of the bimodules LA
L
and LAL, for example
we write LA
L′ ⊗
L′ L
′AL, where L
′
stands for another opy of L, and it has been introdued to show
expliitly whih module strutures are involved in the tensor produt.
In order not to make the formulas more ompliated than neessary we make a further simpliation.
In those situations in whih it is lear from the tensor fators themselves over whih ring the tensor
produt is taken, we do not denote it under the symbol ⊗. I.e. for the L-module tensor produt of the
right L-module AL and the left L-module LA, for example, we write AL ⊗L A.
The bialgebroid [18, 32, 28℄ or  what is equivalent to it  a Takeuhi ×L-bialgebra [31℄ is a general-
ization of the bialgebra in the sense that it is not an algebra rather a bimodule over a non-ommutative
ring L. We use Denition 1.1 of the left bialgebroid. We use the name left bialgebroid as in [14℄ sine
the `opposite struture' was alled a right bialgebroid in [14℄:
Denition 2.1 A right bialgebroid AR onsists of the data (A,R, sR, tR, γR, πR). The A and R are
assoiative unital rings, the total and base rings, respetively. The sR : R → A and tR : R
op → A are
ring homomorphisms suh that the images of R in A ommute making A an R −R bimodule:
r · a · r′: = asR(r
′)tR(r). (2.1)
The bimodule (2.1) is denoted by
RAR. The triple (RAR, γR, πR) is a omonoid in RMR. Introduing
the Sweedler's notation γR(a) ≡ a
(1) ⊗ a(2) ∈ AR ⊗ RA the identities
sR(r)a
(1) ⊗ a(2) = a(1) ⊗ tR(r)a
(2)
γR(1A) = 1A ⊗ 1A
γR(ab) = γR(a)γR(b)
πR(1A) = 1R
πR (sR ◦ πR(a)b) = πR (ab) = πR (tR ◦ πR(a)b)
are required for all r ∈ R and a, b ∈ A.
In addition to the bimodule
RAR we introdue also
RAR : r · a · r
′: = sR(r)tR(r
′)a.
If AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) is a left bialgebroid then so is the o-opposite (AL)cop = (A,L
op, tL, sL, γ
op
L ,
πL)  where γ
op
L : A→ LA⊗AL maps a to a(2) ⊗ a(1) . The opposite (AL)
op = (Aop, L, tL, sL, γL, πL)
is a right bialgebroid.
We use the terminology of homomorphisms of bialgebroids as introdued in [29℄:
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Denition 2.2 A left bialgebroid homomorphism AL → A
′
L′ is a pair of ring homomorphisms (Φ :
A→ A′, φ : L→ L′) suh that
s′L ◦ φ = Φ ◦ sL
t′L ◦ φ = Φ ◦ tL
π′L ◦ Φ = φ ◦ πL
γ′L ◦ Φ = (Φ⊗ Φ) ◦ γL.
The last ondition makes sense sine by the rst two onditions Φ⊗Φ is a well dened map AL⊗LA→
A′L′⊗L′A
′
. The pair (Φ, φ) is an isomorphism of left bialgebroids if it is a left bialgebroid homomorphism
suh that both Φ and φ are bijetive.
A right bialgebroid homomorphism (isomorphism) AR → A
′
R′ is a left bialgebroid homomorphism
(isomorphism) (AR)
op → (A′R′ )
op
.
Let AL be a left bialgebroid. The equation (1.1) desribes two L-modules AL and LA. Their L-duals
are the additive groups of L-module maps:
A∗: = {φ∗ : AL → LL} and ∗A: = {∗φ : LA→ LL}
where LL stands for the left regular and LL for the right regular L-module. Both A∗ and ∗A arry
left A module strutures via the transpose of the right regular ation of A. For φ∗ ∈ A∗,∗φ ∈ ∗A and
a, b ∈ A we have:
(a ⇀ φ∗) (b) = φ∗(ba) and (a ⇁∗φ) (b) =∗φ(ba).
Similarly, in the ase of a right bialgebroid AR  denoting the left and right regular R-modules by
RR
and RR, respetively,  the two R-dual additive groups
A∗: = {φ∗ : AR → RR} and ∗A: = {∗φ : RA→ RR}
arry right A-module strutures:
(φ∗ ↼ a) (b) = φ∗(ab) and (∗φ ↽ a) (b) =∗φ(ab).
The omonoid strutures an be transposed to give monoid (i.e. ring) strutures to the duals. In the
ase of a left bialgebroid AL
(φ∗ψ∗) (a) = ψ∗
(
sL ◦ φ∗(a(1))a(2)
)
and (∗φ∗ψ) (a) = ∗ψ
(
tL ◦∗φ(a(2))a(1)
)
(2.2)
for ∗φ, ∗ψ ∈ ∗A, φ∗, ψ∗ ∈ A∗ and a ∈ A. Similarly, in the ase of a right bialgebroid AR
(φ∗ψ∗) (a) = φ∗
(
a(2)tR ◦ ψ
∗(a(1))
)
and (∗φ∗ψ) (a) =∗φ
(
a(1)sR ◦
∗ψ(a(2))
)
(2.3)
for φ∗, ψ∗ ∈ A∗, ∗φ, ∗ψ ∈ ∗A and a ∈ A. In the ase of a left bialgebroid AL also the ring A has right A∗-
and right ∗A- module strutures:
a ↼ φ∗ = sL ◦ φ∗(a(1))a(2) and a ↽∗φ = tL ◦∗φ(a(2))a(1)
for φ∗ ∈ A∗, ∗φ ∈ ∗A and a ∈ A.
Similarly, in the ase of a right bialgebroid AR the ring A has left A
∗
- and left
∗A strutures:
φ∗ ⇀ a = a(2)tR ◦ φ
∗(a(1)) and ∗φ ⇁ a = a(1)sR ◦
∗φ(a(2))
for φ∗ ∈ A∗, ∗φ ∈ ∗A and a ∈ A.
It is also proven in [14℄ that if the L (R) module struture on A is nitely generated projetive then
the orresponding dual has also a bialgebroid struture.
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3 Hopf Algebroid
Let AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) be a left bialgebroid and AR = (A,R, sR, tR, γR, πR) a right bialgebroid
suh that the base rings are anti-isomorphi R ≃ Lop. Require that
sL(L) = tR(R) and tL(L) = sR(R) (3.1)
as subrings of A. The requirement (3.1) implies that the oprodut γL is a quadro-module map
R
LA
R
L →
R
LAL′
⊗
L′ L
′ARL and γR is a quadro-module map
R
LA
R
L →
R
LA
R′ ⊗
R′
R′ARL . (The L
′
and R′ denote another
opy of L and R, respetively). This allows us to require that
(γL ⊗ idA) ◦ γR = (idA ⊗ γR) ◦ γL
(γR ⊗ idA) ◦ γL = (idA ⊗ γL) ◦ γR (3.2)
as maps A→ AL ⊗L LA
R ⊗
R
RA and A→ AR ⊗
R
RAL ⊗L LA, respetively.
Let S : A→ A be a bijetion of additive groups suh that S is a twisted isomorphism of bimodules
LAL → LA
L
and
RAR → RA
R
that is
S(tL(l)atL(l
′)) = sL(l
′)S(a)sL(l) S(tR(r
′)atR(r)) = sR(r)S(a)sR(r
′) (3.3)
for all l, l′ ∈ L, r, r′ ∈ R and a ∈ A. The requirement (3.3) makes the expressions S(a(1))a(2) and
a(1)S(a(2)) meaningful. We require
S(a(1))a(2) = sR ◦ πR(a) a
(1)S(a(2)) = sL ◦ πL(a) (3.4)
for all a in A.
Denition 3.1 The triple A = (AL,AR, S) satisfying (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) is a Hopf algebroid.
Throughout the paper we use the analogue of the Sweedler's notation: γL(a) = a(1) ⊗ a(2) and
γR(a) = a
(1) ⊗ a(2).
For a Hopf algebroid A also the opposite Aop = (AopR ,A
op
L , S
−1) and the o-opposite Acop =
(AL cop,AR cop, S
−1) are Hopf algebroids.
In the Setion 4 we will investigate the way in whih (weak) Hopf algebra is a subase.
The antipode of a Hopf algebra is a bialgebra anti-homomorphism. This property generalizes to
Hopf algebroids as
Proposition 3.2 Both (S, πR ◦sL) and (S
−1, πR ◦ tL) are left bialgebroid isomorphisms AL → (AR)
op
cop.
That is
sR ◦ πR ◦ sL = S ◦ sL sR ◦ πR ◦ tL = S
−1 ◦ sL
tR ◦ πR ◦ sL = S ◦ tL tR ◦ πR ◦ tL = S
−1 ◦ tL
πR ◦ sL ◦ πL = πR ◦ S πR ◦ tL ◦ πL = πR ◦ S
−1
SA⊗LA ◦ γL = γR ◦ S S
−1
A⊗RA
◦ γL = γR ◦ S
−1
where SA⊗LA is a map AL ⊗ LA→ A
R ⊗ RA, it maps a⊗ b to S(b)⊗ S(a). Similarly, SA⊗RA is a map
AR ⊗ RA→ AL ⊗ LA, it maps a⊗ b to S(b)⊗ S(a).
The datum (AL,AR, S) determining a Hopf algebroid is somewhat redundant. Indeed, suppose that
we have given only a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) and an anti-isomorphism S of the total
ring A satisfying
S ◦ tL = sL (3.5)
mA ◦ (S ⊗ idA) ◦ γL = tL ◦ πL ◦ S (3.6)
SA⊗LA ◦ γL ◦ S
−1 = S−1A⊗RA ◦ γL ◦ S (3.7)
(γL ⊗ idA) ◦ γR = (idA ⊗ γR) ◦ γL (γR ⊗ idA) ◦ γL = (idA ⊗ γL) ◦ γR (3.8)
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formA the multipliation in A and γR: = SA⊗LA◦γL◦S
−1
. Then the right bialgebroidAR  together with
whih (AL,AR, S) is a Hopf algebroid  an be reonstruted upto a trivial bialgebroid isomorphism.
Namely, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that
AR = (A,R, S ◦ sL ◦ ν
−1, sL ◦ ν
−1, SA⊗LA ◦ γL ◦ S
−1, ν ◦ πL ◦ S
−1)
for an arbitrary isomorphism ν : Lop → R.
4 Twist of the Hopf algebroid
It is lear that being given the left and right bialgebroids AL and AR satisfying the axioms (3.1) and
(3.2) the antipode  if exists  is unique. Indeed, if both S1 and S2 make (AL,AR, S1) and (AL,AR, S2)
Hopf algebroids then
S2(a) = sR ◦ πR(a
(1))S2(a
(2)) = S1(a
(1)
(1))a
(1)
(2)S2(a
(2)) = S1(a(1))a(2)
(1)S2(a(2)
(2)) =
= S1(a(1))sL ◦ πL(a(2)) = S1(a).
There are some examples however in whih only the left bialgebroid struture is naturally given and we
have some ambiguity in the hoie of the right bialgebroid struture and the orresponding antipode.
(See for example the Hopf algebroid symmetry of a depth 2 Frobenius extension of rings in Setion 3 of
[1℄ or at the end of Setion 6 below. In this example the ambiguity is niely ontrolled by the Radon-
Nykodim derivative relating the possible Frobenius maps.) In the following we address the question
more generally: Given a left bialgebroid AL how are the possible antipodes satisfying the onditions
(3.5-3.8) related?
Denition 4.1 Let (AL, S) be subjet to the onditions (3.5-3.8). An invertible element g∗ of A∗ is
alled a twist of (AL, S) if for all elements a, b of A
i) 1A ↼ g∗ = 1A
ii) (a ↼ g∗)(b ↼ g∗) = ab ↼ g∗
iii) S(a(1)) ↼ g∗ ⊗ a(2) = S(a(1))⊗ a(2) ↼ g
−1
∗ . (4.1)
The ondition iii) is understood to be an identity in the produt of the modules AL and the left L-module
on A:
l · a = sL ◦ g
−1
∗ ◦ sL(l)a
where g∗ ◦ sL is an automorphism of L with inverse g
−1
∗ ◦ sL.
The twist of Denition 4.1 generalizes the notion of the harater on a Hopf algebra. Clearly the twists
of (AL, S) form a group.
Theorem 4.2 Let (AL, S) be subjet to the onditions (3.5-3.8). Then (AL, S
′) is subjet to the on-
ditions (3.5-3.8) if and only if there exists a twist g∗ of (AL, S) suh that S
′(a) = S(a ↼ g∗) for all
a ∈ A.
Remark 4.3 For (AL, S) a Hopf algebra the twisted antipode of the above form was introdued in [6℄.
In the view of Theorem 4.2 the twisted Hopf algebras in [6℄ are Hopf algebroids in the sense of Denition
3.1.
Proof of the Theorem: if part: For a twist g∗ the map Sg(a): = S(a ↼ g∗) is bijetive with inverse
S−1g (a) = S
−1(a) ↼ g−1∗ . It is anti-multipliative by ii) of (4.1). Using the property i) of (4.1)
Sg ◦ tL(l) = S (tL(l) ↼ g∗) = S ((1A ↼ g∗)tL(l)) = S ◦ tL(l) = sL(l).
By γL(a ↼ g∗) = (a(1) ↼ g∗)⊗ a(2) and S ◦ tR ◦ πR = tL ◦ πL ◦ S we have
Sg(a(1))a(2) = S(a(1) ↼ g∗)a(2) = sR ◦ πR(a ↼ g∗) = tL ◦ πL ◦ Sg(a).
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In order to hek the property (3.7) of (AL, Sg) rewrite iii) of (4.1) into the equivalent form
S(a(1))⊗ Sg(a(2)) = S
−1
g ◦ S
2(a(1))⊗ S(a(2)). (4.2)
Then using the fat that (AL, S) satises (3.7) introdue a
(1) ⊗ a(2): = SA⊗LA ◦ γL ◦ S
−1(a) ≡ S−1A⊗RA ◦
γL ◦ S(a). By (4.2) we have
Sg (S
−1
g (a)(2))⊗ Sg(S
−1
g (a)(1)) = Sg(S
−1(a)(2))⊗ Sg(S
−1(a)(1) ↼ g
−1
∗ ) =
= Sg(S
−1(a)(2))⊗ S(S
−1(a)(1)) = S(S
−1(a)(2))⊗ S
−1
g ◦ S
2(S−1(a)(1)) =
= a(1) ⊗ S−1g ◦ S(a
(2)) = S−1g ◦ S(a
(1) ↼ g∗)⊗ S
−1
g ◦ S(a
(2)) =
= S−1g
(
S(a ↼ g∗)(2)
)
⊗ S−1g
(
S(a ↼ g∗)(1)
)
= S−1g
(
Sg(a)(2)
)
⊗ S−1g
(
Sg(a)(1)
)
.
The last ondition (3.8) on (AL, Sg) follows then easily by using the two forms of Sg A⊗LA◦γL◦S
−1
g (a) ≡
γgR(a) = a
(1) ⊗ S−1g ◦ S(a
(2)) and γgR(a) = Sg ◦ S
−1(a(1))⊗ a(2), respetively:
(γL ⊗ idA) ◦ γgR(a) = a
(1)
(1) ⊗ a
(1)
(2) ⊗ S
−1
g ◦ S(a
(2)) = a(1) ⊗ a(2)
(1) ⊗ S−1g ◦ S(a(2)
(2)) =
= (idA ⊗ γgR) ◦ γL(a)
(idA ⊗ γL) ◦ γgR(a) = Sg ◦ S
−1(a(1))⊗ a(2)(1) ⊗ a
(2)
(2) = Sg ◦ S
−1(a(1)
(1))⊗ a(1)
(2) ⊗ a(2) =
= (γgR ⊗ idA) ◦ γL(a).
only if part: Let (AL, S) and (AL, S
′) be subjet to the onditions (3.5-3.8). By the onsiderations at the
end of Setion 3 we an onstrut the right bialgebroidsAR and A
′
R′ suh that both A = (AL,AR, S) and
A′ = (AL,A
′
R′ , S
′) are Hopf algebroids. Denoting the oproduts in AR and A
′
R′ by γR(a) = a
(1)⊗ a(2)
and γ′R′(a) = a
(1)′ ⊗ a(2)
′
, respetively, the maps
α : LA⊗AL → AL ⊗ LA a⊗ b 7→ a(1) ⊗ a(2)b
β : AL ⊗ LA→ LA⊗AL a⊗ b 7→ a(2) ⊗ a(1)b
are easily shown to be bijetions with inverses
a(1) ⊗ S(a(2))b = α−1(a⊗ b) = a(1)
′
⊗ S′(a(2)
′
)b
a(2) ⊗ S−1(a(1))b = β−1(a⊗ b) = a(2)
′
⊗ S′−1(a(1)
′
)b. (4.3)
(This means that AL and (AL)cop are ×L-Hopf algebras in the sense of [26℄. )
We onstrut the twist πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′. It is an invertible element of A∗ with inverse πL ◦ S
′−1 ◦ S:
[(πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′) (πL ◦ S
′−1 ◦ S)](a) = πL ◦ S
′−1 ◦ S
(
sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′(a(1))a(2)
)
=
= πL ◦ S
′−1 ◦ S
(
sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1[S′(a)(2)
′
]S′−1[S′(a)(1)
′
]
)
=
= πL ◦ S
′−1 ◦ S
(
sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1[S′(a)(2)]S−1[S′(a)(1)]
)
=
= πL ◦ S
′−1
(
S′(a)(1)sR ◦ πR(S
′(a)(2))
)
= πL(a) (4.4)
where in the third step (4.3) has been used. The relation (πL ◦ S
′−1 ◦ S)(πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′) = πL follows by
interhanging the roles of S and S′.
For all elements a, b in A we have
1A ↼ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′ = sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′(1A) = 1A
(a ↼ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′)(b ↼ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′) =
= sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′(a(1))a(2)sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′(b(1))b(2) =
= sL ◦ πL
(
S−1 ◦ S′(a(1))tL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′(b(1))
)
a(2)b(2) =
= sL ◦ πL
(
S−1 ◦ S′(a(1))S
−1 ◦ S′(b(1))
)
a(2)b(2) = sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′(a(1)b(1))a(2)b(2) =
= ab ↼ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′.
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Using (4.3) we an show that
S(a ↼ πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′) = S
(
sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1[S′(a)(2)
′
]S′−1[S′(a)(1)
′
]
)
=
= S
(
sL ◦ πL ◦ S
−1[S′(a)(2)]S−1[S′(a)(1)]
)
= S′(a)(1)sR ◦ πR(S
′(a)(2)) = S′(a). (4.5)
In order to hek that πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′ satises iii) of (4.1) rewrite (4.3) into the equivalent forms:
a(1) ⊗ S′−1 ◦ S(a(2)) = a(1)
′
⊗ a(2)
′
= S′ ◦ S−1(a(1))⊗ a(2)
⇔ S−1(S(a)(2))⊗ S
′−1(S(a)(1)) = S
′(S−1(a)(2))⊗ S(S
−1(a)(1))
⇔ S(a(2))⊗ S
′−1 ◦ S2(a(1)) = S
′(a(2))⊗ S(a(1)).
In view of (4.5) the last form is equivalent to iii) of (4.1). This proves that πL ◦ S
−1 ◦ S′ is a twist
relating S′ to S.
Let A = (AL,AR, S) and A
′ = (A′L′ ,A
′
R′ , S
′) be Hopf algebroids suh that the underlying left
bialgebroids AL and A
′
L′ are isomorphi via the isomorphism (Φ : A → A
′, φ : L → L′). Then by
Proposition 3.2 also the underlying right bialgebroids AR and A
′
R′ are isomorphi and by Theorem 4.2
S′(a′) = Φ ◦ S
(
Φ−1(a′) ↼ g∗
)
for a unique twist g∗ of (AL, S) and all a
′ ∈ A′. The Hopf algebroids A
and A′ are alled bialgebroid isomorphi in the following.
Reall from [1℄ that a weak Hopf algebra H = (H,∆, ε, S) over a ommutative ring k with bijetive
antipode S determines a Hopf algebroid H = (HL,HR, S) as follows:
HL = (H,L, idL, S
−1|L, pL ◦∆,⊓
L) (4.6)
HR = (H,R, idR, S
−1|R, pR ◦∆,⊓
R) (4.7)
where ⊓L : H → H is dened as h 7→ ε(1[1]h)1[2], 1[1]⊗1[2] = ∆(1), L: = ⊓
L(H), and pL is the anonial
projetion H ⊗k H → H ⊗L H the L− L -bimodule struture on H being given by
l · h · l′: = lS−1(l′)h.
Similarly, ⊓R : H → H is dened as h 7→ 1[1]ε(h1[2]), R: = ⊓
R(H), and pR is the anonial projetion
H ⊗k H → H ⊗R H the R−R -bimodule struture on H being given by
r · h · r′: = hr′S−1(r).
In the view of Theorem 4.2 we an obtain examples of Hopf algebroids by twisting weak Hopf algebras.
The twists of the datum (HL, S) are the haraters on the weak Hopf algebra H or  if H is nite
dimensional as a k-spae  the group-like elements [3, 35℄ in the k-dual weak Hopf algebra Hˆ.
The twistings of oommutative Hopf algebras are of partiular interest as they provide examples of
Hopf algebroids in the sense of Denition 3.1 that do not satisfy the Lu-Hopf algebroid axioms of [18℄.
(For [18℄'s denition see the Introdution above.) If HL is the left bialgebroid (4.6) orresponding to
the oommutative k-Hopf algebra H that is HL = (H,L ≡ k, sL ≡ η, tL ≡ η, γL ≡ ∆, πL ≡ ε)  where
η : k → H is the unit map λ 7→ λ1H  then the base ring is k itself, so the anonial projetion is
the identity map pL = idH⊗kH . Then also ξ = idH⊗kH . Let χ be a harater on H that is an algebra
homomorphism H → k, and Sχ: = (χ⊗ S) ◦∆ the twisted antipode. Then denoting ∆(h) = h(1) ⊗ h(2)
we have
sL ◦ πL(h) = ε(h)1H and
h(1)Sχ(h(2)) = h(1)χ(h(2))S(h(3)) = χ(h(1))h(2)S(h(3)) = χ(h(1))ε(h(2))1H = χ(h)1H
hene (HL, Sχ)  whih satises the onditions (3.5-3.8) by Theorem 4.2, hene denes a Hopf algebroid
in the sense of Denition 3.1  is a Lu-Hopf algebroid (with the only possible setion ξ = idH⊗kH) if and
only if χ = ε. It is easy, however, to nd non-trivial haraters on oommutative Hopf algebras. In the
simplest ase of the group Hopf algebra kZ2 we an set χ(t) = −t (where t is the seond order generator
of Z2) if the harateristi of k is dierent from 2. This gives the Example presented in [1℄ proving that
the two denitions  the one in [1℄ and the one in [18℄  of Hopf algebroid are not equivalent.
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We know from the above onsiderations that the weak Hopf algebras with bijetive antipodes provide
examples of Hopf algebroids. In the following we identify the Hopf algebroids that arise this way.
It is proven in [25, 28℄ that a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) has a weak bialgebra
struture if and only if A is an algebra over a ommutative ring k and L is a separable k-algebra.
Indeed let us x a separability struture, that is a datum (L, k, δ : L→ L⊗k L,ψ : L→ k) where δ is a
oassoiative oprodut with ounit ψ satisfying
(idL ⊗k mL) ◦ (δ ⊗k idL) = δ ◦ mL = (mL ⊗k idL) ◦ (idL ⊗k δ)
mL ◦ δ = idL.
The mL denotes the multipliation in L. The weak bialgebra struture on A, orresponding to the given
separability struture, reads as
∆(a): = tL(ei)a(1) ⊗ sL(fi)a(2), ε(a) = ψ ◦ πL(a) (4.8)
where
∑
i ei ⊗ fi = δ(1L) and the summation symbol is omitted.
On the other hand if H = (H,∆, ε) is a weak bialgebra over the ommutative ring k then a separa-
bility struture (L, k, δ, ε) is given by
δ(l) = l ⊓L (1[1])⊗ 1[2] ≡ ⊓
L(1[1])⊗ 1[2]l. (4.9)
This implies that the separability of the base algebra L is a neessary ondition for the Hopf al-
gebroid A = (AL,AR, S) to have a weak Hopf algebra struture. The dierent separability strutures
determine however dierent weak bialgebra strutures (4.8). The given antipode S of the Hopf algebroid
A annot make all of them into a weak Hopf algebra. The following Theorem 4.4 gives a riterion on
the separability struture (L, k, δ, ψ) under whih the orresponding weak bialgebra (4.8) together with
(a twist of) the antipode S beomes a weak Hopf algebra.
Let AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) be a left bialgebroid suh that A is an algebra over a ommutative
ring k and L is a separable k-algebra. Let us x a separability struture (L, k, δ, ψ) and introdue the
notation δ(1L) = ei ⊗ fi (summation on i is understood). Let ∆ and ε be as in (4.8). Then we an
equip the k-spae Aˆ of k-linear maps A→ k with an algebra struture with the multipliation
φφ′: = (φ ⊗ φ′) ◦∆ (4.10)
and unit ε. Now we are ready to formulate
Theorem 4.4 Let A = (AL,AR, S) be a Hopf algebroid suh that the total ring A is an algebra over
a ommutative ring k and the base ring L of AL is a separable k-algebra. Then xing a separability
struture (L, k, δ, ψ) the orresponding weak bialgebra (4.8) and the antipode S form a weak Hopf algebra
if and only if ψ ◦ πL ◦ S = ψ ◦ πL. Furthermore, there exists a twisted antipode Sg making the weak
bialgebra (4.8) a weak Hopf algebra if and only if the element ψ ◦ πL ◦ S of the algebra Aˆ  dened in
(4.10)  is invertible.
Proof: if part: The separability struture (L, k, δ, ψ) denes an isomorphism of the algebras A∗  the
L-dual algebra (2.2) of AL  and Aˆ in (4.10):
κ : Aˆ → A∗ φ 7→ (a 7→ φ(tL(ei)a)fi)
κ−1 : A∗ → Aˆ φ∗ 7→ ψ ◦ φ∗.
The element κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S) satises the properties i)-iii) of Denition 4.1:
1A ↼ κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S) = sL(fi)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S ◦ tL(ei) = sL(1L) = 1A
(a ↼ κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S))(b ↼ κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S)) =
= sL(fi)a(2)sL(fj)b(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S(tL(ei)a(1))ψ ◦ πL ◦ S(tL(ej)b(1)) =
= sL(fi)a(2)b(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL[ejψ(fjπL ◦ S{tL(ei)a(1)})]b(1)
)
=
= sL(fi)a(2)b(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S(tL(ei)a(1)b(1)) = ab ↼ κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S)
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S(a(1)) ↼ κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S)⊗ a(2) ↼ κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S) =
= sL(fi)S(a(1))(2) ⊗ sL(fj)a(2)(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL(ei)S(a(1))(1)
)
ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL(ej)a(2)(1)
)
=
= sL(fi)S(a(1))(2)sL(fj)⊗ a(2)(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL(ei)S(a(1))(1)
)
ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL(ej)a(2)(1)
)
=
= sL(fi)S(a(1)
(1))⊗ a(2)(2)ψ
(
fjπL ◦ S
[
tL(ei)S(a(1)
(2))
])
ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL(ej)a(2)(1)
)
=
= sL(fi)S(a(1)
(1))⊗ a(2)(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL(ei)S(a(1)
(2))a(2)(1)
)
=
= sL(fi)S(a
(1))⊗ a(2)(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
tL(ei)S(a
(2)
(1)(1)
)a(2)(1)(2)
)
=
= sL(fi)S(a
(1))⊗ a(2)(2)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S ◦ tL
(
πL ◦ S(a
(2)
(1))ei
)
=
= ψ
(
πL ◦ S(a(1)
(2))ei
)
sL(fi)S(a(1)
(1))⊗ a(2) =
= S ◦ sR ◦ πR(a(1)
(2))S(a(1)
(1))⊗ a(2) = S(a(1))⊗ a(2)
hene  sine ψ ◦ πL ◦ S ∈ Aˆ is invertible by assumption  both κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S) and its inverse g∗: =
κ(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S)
−1
are twists of (AL, S) in the sense of Denition 4.1.
Using the standard properties [36℄ of the quasi-basis ei⊗fi of ψ one heks that the twisted antipode
Sg : a 7→ S(a ↼ g∗) makes the weak bialgebra (4.8) a weak Hopf algebra. That is by denition
ψ ◦ πL ◦ Sg = κ
−1(g∗)(ψ ◦ πL ◦ S) = ψ ◦ πL.
Sine Sg ◦ tL = S ◦ tL = sL we have
ψ
(
πL(a)πL ◦ S
2
g ◦ tL(l)
)
= ψ ◦ πL
(
S2g ◦ tL(l)sL ◦ πL(a)
)
= ψ ◦ πL (tL ◦ πL(a)sL(l)) = ψ(lπL(a)).
This implies that ei ⊗ fi = fi ⊗ πL ◦ S
−2
g ◦ tL(ei) and hene ei ⊗ sL(fi) = fi ⊗ S
−1
g ◦ tL(ei). Then
mA ◦ (Sg ⊗k idA) ◦ ∆(a) = S
(
sL ◦ g∗(a(1))tL(ei)a(2)
)
sL(fi)a(3) = sR ◦ πR(a ↼ g∗) =
= tL ◦ πL ◦ Sg(a) = ψ (πL ◦ Sg(a)ei) tL(fi) =
= ψ ◦ πL
(
aS−1g ◦ tL(ei)
)
tL(fi) = tL(ei)ψ ◦ πL(asL(fi))
mA ◦ (idA ⊗k Sg) ◦ ∆(a) = tL(ei)a(1)S(a(3))S ◦ sL ◦ g∗(sL(fi)a(2)) =
= tL(ei)a(1)tL(ek)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
a(3)
(1)tL(fk)
)
S
(
sL ◦ g∗(sL(fi)a(2))a(3)
(2)
)
=
= tL(ei)a(1)tL(ek)ψ ◦ πL ◦ S
(
sL ◦ g∗[sL(fi)a(2)
(1)
(1)
]a(2)
(1)
(2)tL(fk)
)
S(a(2)
(2)) =
= tL(ei)a(1)tL(ek)ψ ◦ πL
(
sL(fi)a(2)
(1)tL(fk)
)
S(a(2)
(2)) =
= tL ◦ πL(a
(1)
(2)tL(fk))a
(1)
(1)tL(ek)S(a
(2)) = sL ◦ πL(a) = ψ ◦ πL(tL(ei)a)sL(fi)
Sg(tL(ei)a(1)) sL (fi)tL(ej)a(2)Sg(sL(fj)a(3)) = Sg(a(1))sL ◦ πL(a(2)) = Sg(a)
for all a ∈ A. This nishes the proof of the if part.
only if part: If HL is a left bialgebroid (4.6) orresponding to the weak Hopf algebra H then its
base ring L is a separable k-algebra [3, 25℄. The separability struture (4.9) is determined by the weak
Hopf data in H. Now if the datum (HL, S
′) is obtained as a twist of the datum (HL, S) then the twist
element relating them is of the form
⊓L ◦ S−1 ◦ S′ = κ(ε ◦ ⊓L ◦ S−1 ◦ S′) = κ(ε ◦ S−1 ◦ S′) = κ(ε ◦ S′) = κ(ε ◦ ⊓L ◦ S′)
whih is an invertible element of H∗, by denition. Sine κ is an algebra isomorphism this proves that
ε ◦ ⊓L ◦ S′ is an invertible element of Hˆ , hene the laim.
Remark 4.5 Proposition 4.4 implies that the Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) is obtained by a twist of
a Hopf algebra over the ommutative ring k if and only if the following onditions hold true:
i) L ≃ Rop is isomorphic to k
ii) A is a k − algebra
iii) πL ◦ S : A→ k is invertible in Aˆ, the k − dual algebra of A
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In partiular it is a Hopf algebra if and only if the onditions i) and ii) hold true and πL ◦ S = πL.
5 The theory of integrals
The left/right integrals in a Hopf algebra (H,∆, ε, S) are the invariants of left/right regular module.
That is ℓ/Υ ∈ H is a left/right integral if
hℓ = ε(h)ℓ / Υh = Υε(h)
for all h ∈ H . This notion has been generalized to a weak Hopf algebra (H,∆, ε, S) as ℓ/Υ ∈ H is a
left/right integral if
hℓ = ⊓L(h)ℓ / Υh = Υ ⊓R (h)
for all h ∈ H where ⊓L(h) = ε(1[1]h)1[2], ⊓
R(h) = 1[1]ε(h1[2]) and 1[1] ⊗ 1[2] = ∆(1H).
It is then straightforward to generalize the notion of integrals to Hopf algebroids:
Denition 5.1 The left integrals in a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) are the elements ℓ ∈ A
that satisfy
aℓ = sL ◦ πL(a)ℓ
for all a ∈ A. The right ideal of left integrals is denoted by IL(A). The right integrals in the right
bialgebroid AR = (A,R, sR, tR, γR, πR) are the elements Υ ∈ A for whih
Υa = ΥsR ◦ πR(a)
for all a ∈ A. The left ideal of right integrals is denoted by IR(A).
In a Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) the left/right integrals are the left/right integrals in AL/AR.
As a support of this denition the Lemma 3.2 of [3℄ generalizes as
Lemma 5.2 The following are equivalent:
i) ℓ ∈ IL(A)
ii) aℓ = tL ◦ πL(a)ℓ for all a ∈ A
iii) S(ℓ) ∈ IR(A)
iv) S−1(ℓ) ∈ IR(A)
v) S(a)ℓ(1) ⊗ ℓ(2) = ℓ(1) ⊗ aℓ(2) as elements of AR ⊗R A for all a ∈ A.
A left integral in a Hopf algebroid A is also a left integral in Acop and it is a right integral in A
op
.
For the Hopf algebroid A = (AL,AR, S) we introdue the following notation: Let A
∗
and
∗A denote
the dual rings (2.3) of the right bialgebroid AR and ∗A and A∗ denote the dual rings (2.2) of the left
bialgebroid AL. We dene the non-degeneray of an integral as follows:
Denition 5.3 The left integral ℓ ∈ IL(A) is non-degenerate if the maps
ℓR : A
∗ → A φ∗ 7→ φ∗ ⇀ ℓ and (5.1)
Rℓ :
∗A → A ∗φ 7→ ∗φ ⇁ ℓ (5.2)
are bijetive. A right integral Υ ∈ IR(A) is non-degenerate if the maps
LΥ : ∗A → A ∗φ 7→ Υ ↽∗φ and (5.3)
ΥL : A∗ → A φ∗ 7→ Υ ↼ φ∗ (5.4)
are bijetive.
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The identities
S(φ∗ ⇀ a) = S(a) ↽ πL ◦ sR ◦ φ
∗ ◦ S−1 S−1(φ∗ ⇀ a) = S−1(a) ↽ πL ◦ tR ◦ φ
∗ ◦ S
S(∗φ ⇁ a) = S(a) ↼ πL ◦ sR ◦
∗φ ◦ S−1 S−1(∗φ ⇁ a) = S−1(a) ↼ πL ◦ tR ◦
∗φ ◦ S
imply that ℓ is a non-degenerate left integral if and only if S(ℓ) is a non-degenerate right integral and
if and only if S−1(ℓ) is a non-degenerate right integral.
Let ℓ be a non-degenerate left integral in the Hopf algebroid A. Introduing λ∗: = ℓR
−1(1A) and
∗λ: = Rℓ
−1(1A) we have
(λ∗ ↼ S(a)) ⇀ ℓ = ℓ(2)tR ◦ λ
∗(S(a)ℓ(1)) = a(λ∗ ⇀ ℓ) = a
(∗λ ↽ S−1(a)) ⇁ ℓ = ℓ(1)sR ◦
∗λ(S−1(a)ℓ(2)) = a(∗λ ⇁ ℓ) = a
hene
ℓR
−1(a) = λ∗ ↼ S(a) Rℓ
−1(a) =∗λ ↽ S−1(a). (5.5)
Reall that in the Denition 5.3 the non-degeneray of a left integral is dened in terms of the duals
A∗ and ∗A of the right bialgebroid AR. The explanation of this is that  in the view of property v) in
Lemma 5.2  this notion of non-degeneray is equivalent to the property that (λ∗, ℓ(1) ⊗ S(ℓ(2))) is a
Frobenius system for the ring extension sR : R→ A. This implies in partiular that for a Hopf algebroid
A possessing a non-degenerate left integral ℓ the modules AR, RA, LA and AL are all nitely generated
projetive. Hene by the results in [14℄ the orresponding duals A∗ and ∗A arry left- and ∗A and A∗
arry right bialgebroid strutures. In addition to the maps ℓR and Rℓ also the maps
ℓL : A∗ → A φ∗ 7→ ℓ ↼ φ∗
Lℓ : ∗A → A ∗φ 7→ ℓ ↽∗φ
turn out to be bijetive. The map
S˜ : a 7→ ℓ ↼ (a ⇀ πL ◦ sR ◦ λ
∗) (5.6)
is an anti-automorphism of the ring A and we have the following isomorphisms of left bialgebroids:
A∗L
∗AL
(A∗R)
op
cop (∗AR)
op
cop
✲
✲
❄ ❄
(ℓR
−1 ◦ ℓL, πR ◦ sL) (Rℓ
−1 ◦ Lℓ, πR ◦ tL)
(Rℓ
−1 ◦ S˜−1 ◦ ℓR, πR ◦ S
−1 ◦ tR)
(Lℓ
−1 ◦ S˜−1 ◦ ℓL, idR)
Let A = (AL,AR, S) be a Hopf algebroid with a non-degenerate left integral ℓ and let A
′ =
(A′L′ ,A
′
R′ , S
′) be a Hopf algebroid whih is bialgebroid isomorphi to A via the isomorphism (Φ :
A→ A′, φ : L→ L′) of left bialgebroids. Then Φ(ℓ) is a non-degenerate left integral in A′.
The antipode S∗: = ℓ
−1
L ◦ S˜ ◦ ℓL, φ∗ 7→ (ℓ ↼ φ∗) ⇀ πL ◦ sR ◦ λ
∗
makes the dual right bialgebroid
A∗R into a Hopf algebroid alled A
ℓ
∗ possessing a two-sided non-degenerate integral πL ◦sR ◦λ
∗
. Clearly
the bialgebroid isomorphism lass of Aℓ∗ does not depend on the hoie of the non-degenerate integral
ℓ. The dual of the bialgebroid isomorphism lass of A is then dened to be the bialgebroid isomorphism
lass of Aℓ∗. This notion of duality is shown to be involutive and reprodues the duality of nite weak
Hopf algebras [3℄ as follows:
Let H = (H,∆, ε, S) be a nite weak Hopf algebra over the ommutative ring k and let Hˆ =
(Hˆ, ∆ˆ, εˆ, Sˆ) be its k-dual weak Hopf algebra [3℄. The orresponding Hopf algebroids are denoted by
H = (HL,HR, S) and Hˆ = (HˆLˆ, HˆRˆ, Sˆ), respetively. Then the right bialgebroids H∗R and HˆRˆ are
isomorphi via
Φ : H∗ → Hˆ ψ∗ 7→ ε ◦ ψ∗ (5.7)
φ : L → Rˆ l 7→ ε[1] ε[2](l) (5.8)
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where ε[1] ⊗ ε[2] = ∆ˆ(ε). This implies that the Hopf algebroids H
ℓ
∗ and Hˆ are bialgebroid isomorphi
for any hoie of the non-degenerate left integral ℓ. Making use of the separability struture (4.9) we
an equip H∗ with a weak bialgebra struture. Sine the weak Hopf struture on a weak bialgebra is
unique, there is a unique twist of S∗ that makes this weak bialgebra into a weak Hopf algebra. The map
Φ in (5.7) is a weak Hopf algebra isomorphism from it to Hˆ.
6 Antipode from non-degenerate integral
The Larson-Sweedler theorem [16℄ on Hopf algebras states that a nite dimensional bialgebra over a
eld is a Hopf algebra if and only if it has a non-degenerate left integral. It has been generalized to weak
Hopf algebras in [35℄. At the moment no generalization to Hopf algebroids is known. In this setion we
present a proof of the `easy half' of the Larson-Sweedler theorem. Namely we show that if a nite right
bialgebroid AR  that is a right bialgebroid suh that A
R
and
RA are nitely generated projetive  has
a non-degenerate left integral then it an be made a Hopf algebroid.
Notie that though we alled it the `easy half' of the Larson-Sweedler theorem, it is non-trivial in
the sense that left integrals have not been dened in right bialgebroids until now. Reall that if A is
a Hopf algebroid possessing a non-degenerate left integral ℓ then both maps ℓR and Rℓ (5.1-5.2) are
bijetive and for all a ∈ A
ℓ(1) ⊗ aℓ(2) = S(a)ℓ(1) ⊗ ℓ(2).
The equations (5.5) imply that the antipode and its inverse an be written into the forms
S(a) = (∗λ ↽ a) ⇁ ℓ
S−1(a) = (λ∗ ↼ a) ⇀ ℓ
with the help of λ∗ = ℓR
−1(1A) and
∗λ = Rℓ
−1(1A). These formulae motivate
Denition 6.1 An element ℓ of a nite right bialgebroid AR is a non-degenerate left integral if
i) both maps ℓR and Rℓ are bijective (6.1)
ii) ℓ(1) ⊗ aℓ(2) = [(∗λ ↽ a) ⇁ ℓ]ℓ(1) ⊗ ℓ(2) (6.2)
aℓ(1) ⊗ ℓ(2) = ℓ(1) ⊗ [(λ∗ ↼ a) ⇀ ℓ]ℓ(2) (6.3)
as elements of AR ⊗ RA for all a ∈ A, where λ∗ = ℓR
−1(1A) and
∗λ = Rℓ
−1(1A).
The following Lemma is of tehnial use:
Lemma 6.2 Let AR = (A,R, sR, tR, γR, πR) be a nite right bialgebroid and k ∈ A suh that the map
kR : A
∗ → A φ∗ 7→ φ∗ ⇀ k
is bijetive. Set κ∗: = k−1R (1A). Then
κ∗ ⇀ a = sR ◦ κ
∗(a) (6.4)
for all a ∈ A. Analogously, for k ∈ A suh that the map
Rk :
∗A → A ∗φ 7→ ∗φ ⇁ k
is bijetive set
∗κ: = Rk
−1(1A). Then
∗κ ⇁ a = tR ◦
∗κ(a) (6.5)
for all a ∈ A.
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Proof: Introdue the map sˆ : R→ A∗ via sˆ(r)(a) = rπR(a). With its help
φ∗κ∗ = k−1R (φ
∗κ∗ ⇀ k) = k−1R (φ
∗ ⇀ 1A) = k
−1
R (sˆ ◦ φ
∗(1A) ⇀ 1A) =
= k−1R (sˆ ◦ φ
∗(1A)κ
∗ ⇀ k) = sˆ ◦ φ∗(1A)κ
∗
for all φ∗ ∈ A∗. This implies that
φ∗(κ∗ ⇀ a) = (φ∗κ∗)(a) = (sˆ ◦ φ∗(1A)κ
∗)(a) = φ∗(1A)κ
∗(a) = φ∗(sR ◦ κ
∗(a))
for all a ∈ A and φ∗ ∈ A∗. Sine AR is nitely generated projetive by assumption, this proves that
κ∗ ⇀ a = sR ◦ κ
∗(a). The identity (6.5) follows by applying the same proof in Acop.
We are ready to formulate
Theorem 6.3 Let AR be a nite right bialgebroid with non-degenerate left integral ℓ. Let λ
∗: = ℓR
−1(1A)
and
∗λ: = Rℓ
−1(1A). Then the map S(a): = (
∗λ ↽ a) ⇁ ℓ is an antipode making AR into a Hopf algebroid.
The element ℓ is a non-degenerate left integral in the resulting Hopf algebroid in the sense of Denition
5.3.
Proof: We hek that (AR, S) satises the right analogues of the onditions (3.5-3.8)  what implies
the laim. The onditions (6.2) and (6.3) imply that the map S: = (∗λ ↽ a) ⇁ ℓ is bijetive with inverse
S−1(a): = (λ∗ ↼ a) ⇀ ℓ. It is anti-multipliative by
S(b)S(a) = S(b)S(a)ℓ(1)sR ◦
∗λ(ℓ(2)) = ℓ(1)sR ◦
∗λ(abℓ(2)) = S(ab)ℓ(1)sR ◦
∗λ(ℓ(2)) = S(ab).
Also
S ◦ tR(r) = ℓ
(1)sR ◦
∗λ(tR(r)ℓ
(2)) = sR(r).
Using Lemma 6.2
a(1)S(a(2)) = a(1)ℓ(1)sR ◦
∗λ(a(2)ℓ(2)) =∗λ ⇁ aℓ = tR ◦
∗λ(aℓ) = tR ◦ πR ((
∗λ ↽ a) ⇁ ℓ) = tR ◦ πR ◦ S(a).
Using the identities
γR ◦ S(a) = ℓ
(1) ⊗ (∗λ ↽ a) ⇁ ℓ(2) (6.6)
γR ◦ S
−1(a) = (λ∗ ↼ a) ⇀ ℓ(1) ⊗ ℓ(2) (6.7)
one shows that
S
(
S−1(a)(2)
)
⊗ S
(
S−1(a)(1)
)(1)
⊗ S
(
S−1(a)(1)
)(2)
=
= S(ℓ(3))⊗ ℓ(1
′) ⊗ ℓ(2
′)sR ◦
∗λ
(
ℓ(2)tR ◦ λ
∗(aℓ(1))ℓ(3
′)
)
=
= S(ℓ(3))⊗ ℓ(1
′) ⊗ (λ∗ ⇀ aℓ(1))ℓ(2
′)sR ◦
∗λ
(
ℓ(2)ℓ(3
′)
)
=
= S(ℓ(3))⊗ ℓ(1
′) ⊗ a(2)
(
∗λ ⇁ ℓ(2)tR ◦ λ
∗(a(1)ℓ(1))ℓ(2
′)
)
=
= S(ℓ(3))⊗ ℓ(1
′)sR ◦
∗λ
(
ℓ(2)tR ◦ λ
∗(a(1)ℓ(1))ℓ(2
′)
)
⊗ a(2) =
= S
(
S−1(a(1))(2)
)
⊗ S
(
S−1(a(1))(1)
)
⊗ a(2) (6.8)
where ℓ(1
′) ⊗ ℓ(2
′) = γR(ℓ) = ℓ
(1) ⊗ ℓ(2). Hene
S2
(
S−1(a)(2)
)
S
(
S−1(a)(1)
)(1)
⊗ S
(
S−1(a)(1)
)(2)
= sR ◦ πR(a
(1))⊗ a(2). (6.9)
Using (6.6), (6.7) and (6.9) one heks that
S
(
S−1(a)(2)
)
⊗ S
(
S−1(a)(1)
)
=
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= S
(
S−1(a)(2)
)
⊗ S−1
(
S2(S−1(a)(1))(1)sR ◦ πR[S
2(S−1(a)(1))(2)]
)
=
= S−1 ◦ tR ◦ πR[S
2(S−1(a)(1))(2)]S
(
S−1(a)(2)
)
⊗ S−1
(
S2(S−1(a)(1))(1)
)
=
= S−1 ◦ tR ◦
∗λ
(
S(S−1(a)(1))ℓ(2)
)
S
(
S−1(a)(2)
)
⊗ S−1(ℓ(1)) =
= S−1
(
S2(S−1(a)(2))S(S−1(a)(1))(1)ℓ(2)sR ◦
∗λ[S(S−1(a)(1))(2)ℓ(3)]
)
⊗ S−1(ℓ(1)) =
= S−1
(
sR ◦ πR(a
(1))ℓ(2)sR ◦
∗λ(a(2)ℓ(3))
)
⊗ S−1(ℓ(1)) =
= S−1
(
ℓ(2)sR ◦
∗λ(aℓ(3))
)
⊗ S−1(ℓ(1)) = S−1
(
S(a)(2)
)
⊗ S−1
(
S(a)(1)
)
. (6.10)
Introduing γL(a): = S
(
S−1(a)(2)
)
⊗ S
(
S−1(a)(1)
)
≡ S−1
(
S(a)(2)
)
⊗ S−1
(
S(a)(1)
)
the identity
(idA ⊗ γR) ◦ γL = (γL ⊗ idA) ◦ γR
is proven by (6.8). The last axiom (γR ⊗ idA) ◦ γL = (idA ⊗ γL) ◦ γR is heked similarly:
S−1
(
S(a)(2)
)(1)
⊗ S−1
(
S(a)(2)
)(2)
⊗ S−1
(
S(a)(1)
)
=
= ℓ(2)tR ◦ λ
∗
(
ℓ(2
′)sR ◦
∗λ(aℓ(3
′))ℓ(1)
)
⊗ ℓ(3) ⊗ S−1
(
ℓ(1
′)
)
=
= (∗λ ⇁ aℓ(3
′))ℓ(2)tR ◦ λ
∗
(
ℓ(2
′)ℓ(1)
)
⊗ ℓ(3) ⊗ S−1
(
ℓ(1
′)
)
=
= a(1)
(
λ∗ ⇀ ℓ(2
′)sR ◦
∗λ(a(2)ℓ(3
′))ℓ(1)
)
⊗ ℓ(2) ⊗ S−1
(
ℓ(1
′)
)
=
= a(1) ⊗ ℓ(2)tR ◦ λ
∗
(
ℓ(2
′)sR ◦
∗λ(a(2)ℓ(3
′))ℓ(1)
)
⊗ S−1
(
ℓ(1
′)
)
=
= a(1) ⊗ S−1
(
S(a(2))(2)
)
⊗ S−1
(
S(a(2))(1)
)
.
One denes a non-degenerate right integral in a left bialgebroid AL = (A,L, sL, tL, γL, πL) as a non-
degenerate left integral in the right bialgebroid (AL)
op
. That is as an element Υ ∈ A satisfying
i) both maps LΥ and ΥL are bijective
ii) Υ(1)a⊗Υ(2) = Υ(1) ⊗Υ(2)[Υ ↼ (a ⇀ ρ∗)]
Υ(1) ⊗ Υ(2)a = Υ(1)[Υ ↽ (a ⇁ ∗ρ)]⊗ Υ(2)
for all a ∈ A and ∗ρ: = LΥ
−1(1A) and ρ∗: = ΥL
−1(1A). The appliation of Theorem 6.3 to the right
bialgebroid (AL)
op
implies that a left bialgebroid AL possessing a non-degenerate right integral Υ an
be made a Hopf algebroid with the antipode S(a): = Υ ↼ (a ⇀ ρ∗).
As an appliation of Theorem 6.3 we sketh a dierent derivation of the Hopf algebroid symmetry
of an abstrat depth 2 Frobenius extension  obtained in [2℄.
Let C be an additive 2-ategory losed under the diret sums and subobjets of 1-morphisms. By an
abstrat extension we mean a 1-morphism ι in C that possesses a left dual ι¯. This means the existene
of 2-morphisms
evL ∈ C
2(ι¯× ι, s0(ι)) coevL ∈ C
2(t0(ι), ι × ι¯) (6.11)
satisfying the relations
(ι× evL) ◦ (coevL × ι) = ι
(evL × ι¯) ◦ (ι¯× coevL) = ι¯
where s0(ι) and t0(ι) are the soure and target 0-morphisms of ι, respetively, and × stands for the
horizontal produt and ◦ for the vertial produt. The 1-morphism ι satises the left depth 2 (or
D2 for short) ondition if ι × ι¯ × ι is a diret summand in a nite diret sum of opies of ι's [28℄.
This means the existene of nite sets of 2-morphisms βi ∈ C
2(ι × ι¯ × ι, ι) and β′i ∈ C
2(ι, ι × ι¯ × ι)
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satisfying
∑
i β
′
i ◦ βi = ι × ι¯ × ι. By the Theorem 3.5 in [28℄ in this ase the ring of 2-morphisms:
A: = C2(ι × ι¯, ι × ι¯) arries a left bialgebroid struture AL over the base L: = C
2(ι, ι). The strutural
maps of AL are expliitly given in [2℄:
sL(l) = l × ι¯
tL(l) = ι× [(evL × ι¯) ◦ (ι¯× l × ι¯) ◦ (ι¯× coevL)]
πL(a) = (ι× evL) ◦ (a× ι) ◦ (coevL × ι)
γL(a) = (ι× evL × ι¯) ◦ (a× ι× ι¯) ◦ (ι× evL × ι¯× ι× ι¯) ◦ (ι× ι¯× β
′
i × ι¯) ◦ (ι× ι¯× coevL)⊗
(βi × ι¯) ◦ (ι× ι¯× coevL)
for l ∈ L and a ∈ A. Summation on the index i is understood.
The 1-morphism ι satises the right D2 ondition if ι¯ × ι × ι¯ is a diret summand in a nite diret
sum of opies of ι¯'s. This means the existene of nite sets of 2-morphisms βˆi ∈ C
2(ι¯ × ι × ι¯, ι¯) and
βˆ′i ∈ C
2(ι¯, ι¯ × ι × ι¯) satisfying
∑
i βˆ
′
i ◦ βˆi = ι¯ × ι × ι¯. In this ase the ring B: = C
2(ι¯ × ι, ι¯ × ι) arries a
right bialgebroid struture BR over the base R: = C
2(ι, ι). The strutural maps of BR read as
sR(r) = ι¯× r
tR(r) = [(evL × ι¯) ◦ (ι¯× r × ι¯) ◦ (ι¯× coevL)]× ι
πR(b) = (ι× evL) ◦ (ι× b) ◦ (coevL × ι)
γR(b) = (ι¯× ι× evL) ◦ (ι¯ × ι× βˆi × ι) ◦ (ι¯× coevL × ι× ι¯× ι) ◦ (b× ι¯× ι) ◦ (ι¯× coevL × ι)⊗
(ι¯× ι× evL) ◦ (βˆ
′
i × ι)
for r ∈ R and b ∈ B. If ι satises both the left and the right D2 onditions then the bialgebroids AL
and BR are duals.
Let us assume that ι is a Frobenius 1-morphism that is its dual ι¯ is two-sided. This means the
existene of further 2-morphisms
evR ∈ C
2(ι× ι¯, t0(ι)) coevR ∈ C
2(s0(ι), ι¯× ι) (6.12)
satisfying the relations
(evR × ι) ◦ (ι× coevR) = ι
(ι¯ × evR) ◦ (coevR × ι¯) = ι¯.
Under this assumption the left- and right D2 onditions beome equivalent (the 2-morphisms βˆi and βˆ
′
i
an be expressed in terms of βi, β
′
i and the 2-morphisms (6.11-6.12).) One heks that in the ase of a
D2 Frobenius 1-morphism ι the element
Υ:= coevL ◦ evR (6.13)
of A is a non-degenerate right integral. It leads to the antipode
SA(a) = (ι× ι¯× evR) ◦ (ι× ι¯× ι× evL × ι¯) ◦ (ι× ι¯× a× ι× ι¯) ◦ (ι× coevR × ι¯× ι× ι¯) ◦ (coevL × ι× ι¯)
obtained by dierent methods in [2℄. Also the element
ℓ: = coevR ◦ evL (6.14)
of B is a non-degenerate left integral, leading to the antipode
SB(b) = (ι¯× ι× evL) ◦ (ι¯× ι× ι¯× evR × ι) ◦ (ι¯× ι× b× ι¯× ι) ◦ (ι¯× coevL × ι× ι¯× ι) ◦ (coevR × ι¯× ι).
As a matter of fat SA(Υ) = Υ and SB(ℓ) = ℓ, that is both Υ and ℓ turn out to be two-sided non-
degenerate integrals.
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We want to emphasize that the non-degenerate integrals (6.13) and (6.14) are non-unique. Another
hoie of the non-degenerate integrals leads to other antipodes and other orresponding right and left
bialgebroid strutures on A and B, respetively.
The name `abstrat extension' is motivated by the most important example. For an extension
N → M of rings the forgetful funtor Φ of right modules MM → MN is a 1-morphism in the 2-
ategory of ategories. It possesses a left dual: the indution funtor. The 1-morphism Φ is left/right
D2 and Frobenius if and only if the extension N → M is left/right D2 and Frobenius, respetively.
As it is shown in [14℄ in the ase of a D2 ring extension N → M the above ring A is isomorphi to
the endomorphism ring End(NMN) and B is the enter (M ⊗N M)
N
. Now for a Frobenius extension
N →M let us x a Frobenius system that is an N−N bimodule map ψ : NMN → N and its quasi-basis
yi ⊗ xi ∈ MN ⊗ NM . Then the non-degenerate integrals (6.13) and (6.14) are Υ = ψ and ℓ = yi ⊗ xi,
respetively. The onstrution of the orresponding antipodes gives the Hopf algebroid struture on A
that is disussed in the Setion 3 of [1℄ on dierent grounds, and its dual  AΥ∗  on B.
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